
                                                                                     
 
Terms of Use for the Drug Abuse Ontology (DAO). 
 
 
Accessing and downloading a copy of DAO for non-commercial research only requires completing this 
form. By requesting an access to DAO and signing this document, you agree to the following terms: 
 
 
1. Non-Commercial License 
You are granted a non-commercial license to use the ontology provided. This ontology is only provided 
for academic and research purposes. Using this ontology for any commercial purposes is prohibited. 
 
2. Anonymization and Confidentiality 
We have anonymized the ontology. You are not allowed to de-anonymize the data or try any method that 
links the data to an individual. Also, you agree not to contact any individual mentioned in this ontology 
in any manner. 
 
3. Redistribution 
You are not allowed to redistribute this ontology to a third party under any circumstance. Anyone who 
needs to use the ontology should contact us directly and sign a copy of this document before obtaining 
and using the ontology. 
 
4. Citations 
All publications that used this ontology in any form should cite the work through the following: 
Lokala U, Daniulaityte R, Lamy F, Gaur M, Thirunarayan K, Kursuncu U, Sheth A 
DAO: An Ontology for Substance Use Epidemiology on Social Media and Dark Web 
JMIR Preprints. 10/10/2020:24938 
 
5. Changes to terms of use 
The Authors of the DAO paper (mentioned in the above) may change these terms of use at any time. In 
this case, users will be informed, at which time, they can accept new conditions and sign a new document 
and keep using the ontology or stop using it immediately and remove it completely in any form it is 
stored. 
 
6. Warranty 
The ontology comes without any warranty. In no event shall the provider be held responsible for any loss 
or damage resulting from the use of this ontology. We make no representation regarding its quality, 
accuracy, or completeness. 
 
7. Access to Ontology 
We do not guarantee continued access to our ontology and are not responsible for interrupted access to 
ontology. The license to use and store ontology is revocable (we can ask you to cease using ontology 
and delete it from any storage you have it on at our sole discretion). An authorized person (e.g., a 
professor) may share this ontology to another person in the organization (e.g., a student), only after 
sharing a copy of this document and receiving a written (e.g., by email) confirmation indicating the 
agreement to be abided by it. 
 
 



8. Other Agreements 
The use of this ontology should abide by other terms of use that may tacitly apply to it. For example: 
1. Twitter, Reddit, WebForums 
2. Data protection laws of your country/region 
 
 
Your signature below indicates your agreement to all the aforementioned terms. 
 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
Full Name   Date     Signature 
 
 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
Organization        Email 
 
 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
Address 
 
 
 
 
DAO Ontology Access Contact (also return signed form to): Usha Lokala, NLOKALA@email.sc.edu.  Cc: 
Amit Sheth amit@sc.edu  
 
 
(We thank the University of Maryland in College Park Human-Computer Interaction Lab and University of 
South Carolina Institute of Creative Technologies for the text we borrowed for this document.) 


